
Who was the famous designer Faith Ringgold 

and what did she create?

Art

Designers - Faith Ringgold

Teaching focus:Collage

Learning Lens: Designers - Collage

Class: Year 2

PreviousKnowledge

Andy Goldsworthy sculpture (Y1)

Project Hook or ‘Wow’memory

LearningSteps Key Knowledge(answers)

Who is Faith Ringgold 
and what did she do?

African American activist. Writes books 
and designs art which tells stories about 
American history. Uses, fabric paint and 
drawing to tell stories to children Story 
quilts, story books, art that tells a story 
and creates a message. Similar to artist 
like Banksy who use their art to tell a 
story that they think is good or bad. 

Keyvocabulary

Adhesive Type of glue to stick things down

fold Bend something

What is collage? Collage is a way of making art by collecting, finding, cutting, 
sticking and designing. It is very good for creating colourful 
and textured pieces. tear Pull something apart, without tools

Crumple

Overlap

Crushed fold, crinkle, to make it bumpy

Put over the top to cover partly or completelyHow can I cut, fold and 
tear?

Tearing and cutting make two different ‘rips’ Can use rulers or 
straight lines to help us.

What adhesives are best 
for which materials?

We can stick materials with lots of different adhesives, but 
some work better for different materials. 
Pritt stick is good for papers, pva is better for textured and 
shiny materials. It takes longer to dry. 

Final Written Outcome

Alternative Outcome:
Drawing a picture of a Mayan settlement.

Final outcome Use Faith Ringgold style to make a collage of a front cover 
of a powerful woman’s story. 

i.e. Amelia Earhart, Florence Nightingale, Rosa Parks, Mary 
Anning

Evaluate – I am proud because… 
Next time I would improve… 

Final outcome

Key skills pupils will use in this topic:

Introduce adhesives eg. pritt and PVA to attach materials to a background.

Fold, crumple, tear, overlap and sort different materials.

Create images from a variety of media.

Final outcome

Use Faith Ringgold style to make a collage of a 
front cover of a powerful woman’s story. 
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